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INTRODUCTION
Abstract

The Beyond Bandarharjo resiliency plan envisions a multi-scalar water 
management system to respond to subsidence, sea level rise, flooding, 
and drought while revitalizing the neighborhood and taking advantage 
of its unique location.  In order to accomplish this, the design strategies 
extend beyond the boundaries of the site. 

Four territorial design moves are proposed to tackle resilience at the city 
and regional scale.  The first is directing the growth of Tanjung Mas Port 
out to sea rather than laterally along the coastline.  The second is the 
development of upland freshwater reservoirs and reforestation efforts to 
service water supply and address subsidence and downstream flooding.  
The third is the creation of a continuous coastal mangrove buffer along the 
coastline from the east to the west end of the city.  The fourth is a coastal 
protection landscape infrastructure to protect the whole of Semarang from 
storm surge and sea level rise while enabling economic development.  

For Kelurahan Bandarharjo, there are four design moves made in this plan. 
The first move is the development of an infrastructural and landscape 
buffer along Jalan Re Martadinata.  The second is the revitalization of 
the historic canal, Kali Bahru. The third is the widening of the Semarang 
River. The fourth is a network of open spaces, community facilities, and 
architecture typologies within the site to manage stormwater and foster a 
healthier environment. 

Together, these territorial and site strategies position Bandarharjo to be 
resilient against the future shocks and stressors, while acting as socio-
economic drivers.

Existing Fishponds along Canal
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Modern History of Bandarharjo

Semarang has a long history that is somewhat 
shrouded in mystery due to a lack of consistent 
records.  Following the arrival and subsequent 
colonization by the Dutch in 1678, its history 
is much easier to trace.  Shortly after the 
Dutch colonized Semarang, they constructed 
the Kali Bahru Canal, which linked the city 
center, adjacent to the Semarang River, to 
the port and Java Sea.  Docks for small boats 
and manufacturing activities lined the canal. 
Bandarharjo developed as a triangular wedge 
between the River and the Canal, and many of its 
residents worked on commercial and maritime 
related activities. 

Over time, the port along the Java Sea was 
expanded to accommodate larger boats, and 
the canal lost its strategic value.   A regional road 
linking Jakarta with Surabaya was constructed 
in 1845. The road strengthened the economic 
vitality and connectivity of the area. 

Through gradual land reclamation between 
1741-2007, the city grew 6.5 km out from the 
original coastline.  Today, all waterfront districts, 
including the entirety of Bandarharjo, are built 
on alluvial fill.  Besides port activities, the land 
largely consists of residential housing.  The area 
rests above a highly productive segment of 
the aquifer, and as a result of excessive water 
extraction Bandarharjo and the surrounding 
areas have been facing rapid subsidence.

The Kali Bahru Canal has also been impacted 
by subsidence and an earthen berm was built to 

protect it from rising sea levels and tides.  This 
has transformed the water in the canal stagnant, 
and a collector of garbage and pollution.  
Currently, water from the canal is pumped back 
into the river at the south of the site.

The Semarang River periodically floods from 
monsoon rains as water drains from the 
mountains from the south towards the ocean in 
the North.  The site is periodically flooded by the 
Java Sea from high tides and storm surges.  In 
the early 21st Century, through a partnership with 
the Dutch, the development of the Semarang 
River Flood Gate aimed to protect the city from 
tidal and storm surge flooding. River water is 
pumped out from the basin to the sea when 
floods occur. 

Due to the accelerated rate of subsidence, 
increased wave height and rise in sea level, 
and shocks from tidal surges and storms, the 
selected site-which is already occupying low-
lying grounds-is highly vulnerable to flooding 
from both river and sea water.

According to "Semarang 2030," the City 
Government has major plans for the city in terms 
of infrastructure development.  This includes 
expansion of the port; the construction of a 
metropolitan ring road; and the expansion of the 
rail and light rail transit systems which includes 
links to the new port and the historic district. 

Another important asset is the Old City, which 
is awaiting confirmation of its UNESCO World 

Heritage status. Currently, the Old City lacks 
economic vitality due to depopulation and the 
competition from commercial activities/hotels 
located in nearby newer centers; consequently 
many historic buildings are in poor condition. 
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Historic Dutch Map of Bandarharjo 
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Semarang has an extensive river and canal 
network that drains the city from the southern 
uplands to the flat coastal plain in towards the 
north.  Two flood spillways that drain the uplands 
bound Semarang City's core central district to 
the east and to the west.  The Semarang River's 
watershed drains the entirety of the city centre 
and is thus fed urban runoff from streets and 
rooftops.  Due to this, flash flooding during 
monsoon events is a regular occurrence.  Further 
to this, the Semarang River is channelized with 
concrete edges that further exasperate the 
flooding problems.

Semarang lies in the middle of the E-W 
trans-Java freeway that connects to Jakarta 
in the west and Surabaya to the east.  This 
transportation corridor bounds the northern 
edge of our site; however, it is to be replaced by 
the planned new ring road and subsequently 
downgraded.  Additionally, there are various 
other arteries and secondary access routes that 
provide connection to the inner city. A feeder 
of the new ring road will primarily serve as the 
primary access road to the port and its planned 
expansions.  There are also nearby connections 
to the port, train station, and future light rail 
station.  The transit networks are outside the site 
boundaries, but provide access to the greater 
city to residents of Bandarharjo and are within 
relative walking distance of the site, if pedestrian 
friendly conditions are provided. 

Hydrology

Mobility & Transport

Territorial Context

Area enlarged

Area enlarged

SITE ANALYSIS

Ocean

Semarang City boundaries

Site

Semarang River

Other waterway

Watershesds
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District Context
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Regional Assets

The current land-use plan calls for developing 
the majority of our site for “commerce, housing 
and services,” while the land adjacent the Canal 
is proposed for “industrial uses” relating to port 
activities.  Strategies ought to capitalize on these 
intended land uses while also finding solutions 
to imbue additional meaning and value within 
these generic land-uses.  The lands currently 
zoned for Port development are planned to 
extend along the entire city centre’s waterfront, 
effectively cutting off the city from the Java Sea.

Land Use
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Blue + Green Space

The contemporary city is highly car-
oriented. Some smaller open spaces and 
recreational/sports facilities appear with in the 
neighborhoods. The small scale of local streets 
in districts such as Bandarharjo, facilities social 
encounters and informal commercial activities.  
The preservation/revitalization plan of the Old 
City foresees the restoration of the ruins of the 
Dutch Fort, within a large open space. Residents 
of the coastal city of Semarang have few 
opportunities to engage with the waterfront and 
waterways. 

Green Network
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Bandarharjo is located less than 1/2 kilometer 
south of the Java Sea and 1/2 kilometer 
northwest of the historic city center. The Site 
is bounded on three sides by the Jalan Re 
Martadinata expressway to the North, the Kali 
Bahru Canal to the East, and the Semarang River 
to the west The site area is a total of 50 hectares.

Bandarharjo’s central location and the 
advancement of the aforementioned projects 
represent unique opportunities for making it a 
resilient and thriving neighbourhood if tackled 
as part of a systemic approach. The design 
strategies advanced for Bandarharjo also may 
serve as references to address resilience in other 
districts of the city.

HYDROLOGY
The Bandarharjo neighborhood is located in the 
Semarang Utara district, which is in the Tengah 
(Central) Watershed. The Central Watershed 
drains the entirety of the Semarang central city.  
The location of Bandarharjo, near the mouth of 
the river and the Canal, makes the area highly 
susceptible to flooding, especially as the core 
of Semarang city is largely paved and devoid of 
vegetation that would otherwise reduce peak 
flows.  

ADJACENCIES
Bandarharjo is located just northwest of the 
Old City & Chinatown, and due North of the 
city centre. The proximity to these sites gives 
the residents of Bandarharjo access to many 
resources and services in Semarang. 

1

2 3

4

Neighbourhod Overview

200m
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Earthen berm separating Kali 
Bahru Canal from Java Sea

Fishponds along Canal

Semarang River Goedang Toedjoe Warehouse1

3 4

2
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Historic photo of Kali Bahru Canal during as port facilities
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The population density of Bandarharjo is between 
7,000 and 23,237 people per square kilometer, 
making it one of the densest areas in Semarang. 
The literacy rate is 97%, and 81% of the residents 
in North Semarang are Muslim.  Within the 
Bandarharjo neighbourhood there can be found 
several mosques and Christian churches.

The existing economy in Bandarharjo is closely 
linked with the Tanjung Mas Port.  Within the site, 
there are found many small-scale commercial 
shops and workshops.  A local fish-smoking 
industry has consolidated along the Semarang 
river towards the Northwest of the site.  There is 
also a large cluster of warehouses and logistics 
offices that directly serve the port and occupy a 
large territory within the site.

Employment by Job Sector for Semarang

Total Area 373.70 km2

Population increase (2013) 0.83%

Economic contributions to the Gross regional 
Domestic Products/PDRB (2014)

Agriculture 7.41%

Mining and Minerals 8.37%

Industry 12.17%

Electricity, Gas, & Water 14.74%

Building 10.87%

Trade, Hotel, & Restaurant 13.58%

Transportation & Communication 12.68%

Financial and Corporate Service 13.16%

Other services 11.8%

Demographics Economy

To the north of the site is the Tanjung Mas Port.  
The Kali Bahru Canal bounding the east of the 
site previously served as a connection from the 
port to the train station and old city.  Today it is 
tidally locked and no longer serves any economic 
function. 
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Elevated first floor home Multi-family social housing project

Typical sunken houseKampung building in Bandarharjo

Building Typologies

The architecture of Bandarharjo is comprised of 
mostly 1-3 storey 'kampung' buildings. Typical 
buildings have concrete frames, brick walls, and 
with clay tiles or ribbed sheet metal to create 
a gabled roof. The majority of the buildings are 
residential with many ground floors operating 
as shops or workshops.  There are a few multi-
family social housing projects present.  With 
subsidence increasing, many buildings are 
sinking and becoming structurally unsound 
and are now below the level of adjacent roads.  
Residents are finding ways to fight subsidence 
and flooding by elevating their first floors above 
the level of adjacent streets.
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The climate of Semarang is hot and tropical; 
average temperatures during the year is 26°C.   
October marks the start of monsoon season and 
rainy season extends through April.  During the 
rainy season the city can get up to 400mm of 
rain per month.  During the dry season the city 
receives 50mm of rain.  The rainy season causes 
flooding but also provides an opportunity for 
capture and clean drinking water.

Water Supply
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STRESSORS
Subsidence

Subsidence is the primary problem that needs 
to be addressed to create a resilient future for 
Semarang and the neighborhood of Bandarharjo.  
Subsidence averages approximately 5-8 cm/yr, 
but in 2016, 15cm of subsidence was measured 
in the neighborhood and this impacts building’s 
structural integrity and makes the neighborhood 
more susceptible to flooding.  Subsidence 
can be stopped with a comprehensive water 
management system.  

Currently, more water is being extracted from 
the aquifer than is being replenished.  This is 
exacerbated by the limited freshwater supply 
from the City's piped network that results in 
kampung residents digging private wells and 
pumping water at an unregulated rate.  

By restricting water extraction across the aquifer, 
Semarang can stop city-wide subsidence.  This is 
only possible if new methods of water supply are 
pursued and greater aquifer recharge is enabled.

Rate of sinking of Goedang Toedjoe Warehouse
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Sunken Buildings
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Sea Level RiseFlooding Drought

Bandarharjo historically was an area that lived 
with flooding on a regular basis.  Today, the canal 
and river are channelized and locked from the 
ocean in order to help reduce the risk of flood.  
However, flooding is still of major concern.

Whether flooding is caused by storm surge, peak 
river flow, or monsoons, the site of Bandarharjo 
floods regularly which causes periodic stress 
to residents.  Flooding from peak river flow cuts 
away at the riverbanks and damages roads and 
buildings.  Monsoons flood peoples' homes 
and damages foodstuffs and personal wares.  
While all types of flooding disrupt locals' daily 
and economic activity, residents have learned 
to cope with the recurring conditions and have 
adapted in a variety of ways  

If sea level rise and subsidence predictions are 
accurate, the neighborhood and an entire lower 
portion of Semarang City will be threatened to 
be underwater by 2030. Furthermore, flooding 
from storm surge brings seawater into the 
area, threatening exacerbated shock floods 
and economic damage.  Measures must be 
sought that can deal with slow but eventual sea 
level rise and irregular shocks from storms and 
tsunamis.

Sea level rise has already been felt by locals 
in Semarang. This gradual rise in water level is 
impacting the lowest areas of Semarang and 
will continue to affect other areas near the sea 
as conditions continue to evolve. Sea level rise 
in combination with the increasing levels of 
subsidence presents immediate, serious threats 
to the existing community of Bandarharjo.  
Semarang cannot stop sea level rise as it is 
driven by global factors, but the city can learn to 
live with water and protect itself from the rising 
tides

Although there are many times of the year 
when the site is flooded, there is also the 
problem of increased droughts caused by 
climate irregularity. Irregular rainy seasons and 
longer periods of drought has been negatively 
impacting the local population and causing 
locals to over-extract from the water aquifer. 
Over-extraction of water in turn escalates 
subsidence. It is critical to the success of 
Bandarharjo and Semarang that clean water is 
accessible to all residents but not at the expense 
of extracting from the diminishing aquifer. 

The Beyond Bandarharjo resilience plan 
proposes to use Bandarharjo district as a pilot 
site that can develop new, comprehensive water 
management systems and urban revitalization 
strategies which can then be replicated to other 
districts across the broader Semarang City.
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Sea Level Rise Defense

Flooding Protection
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green band that allows ecological systems to 
redevelop, functions as storm surge protection, 
provides for aquaculture, and serves recreation 
in tandem with habitat restoration.  The 
mangrove system also fundamentally changes 
the city’s thinking towards their waterfront.  

The proposed downgrading of Jalan Re 
Martadinata and its subsequent transformation 
into an earthen dike roadway serves as a final 

Regional Interventions

The problems that arise within Kelurahan 
Bandarharjo are associated with existing 
conditions of a territorial/urban nature. While 
the city government acknowledges the stressors 
of flooding, subsidence and sea level rise, our 
proposal considers necessary addressing larger 
scale resilience strategies beyond the project 
site. 

Semarang has an impressive river and canal 
network that originates in the foothills to the 
south and drains to the flat plains in the north 
before entering the Java Sea. Securing the city’s 
water supply through new upland reservoirs 
and subsequent reforestation efforts can help 
defend against flooding and drought while also 
capitalizing on the best opportunities to recharge 
the aquifer.  In tandem with these upland 
strategies, the city must embark on a regional 
rainwater harvest initiative that restricts people 
from drilling wells and instead encourages the 
use of rainwater capture systems to supply 
freshwater to homes.  This may dramatically 
slow subsidence as well as provide security to 
individual homeowners for their drinking water. 

The existing regional mangrove restoration plans 
currently call for efforts focused to the west and 
east of the city, while allowing the Tanjung Mas 
Port’s growth to occur laterally along the shore 
and block the entire city center from the Java 
Sea.  Our mangrove polder system proposes 
to push the port northwards and connect 
the mangroves from East to West across the 
entire length of the city into one continuous 

barrier against sea level rise and also functions 
as a linear connector for the city along which a 
series of land reclamations can occur to enable 
new development that bring economic and 
commercial vitality and mobility for residents 
living along this connector.

Overview

DESIGN CONCEPT: TERRITORIAL PROPOSALS

Freeway Dikeway ForestationMangrove SiteOcean Waterway
0 2 4 6 81

km

1
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3
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1) Port Growth Directed Out to Sea

The Semarang City Orientation have released 
the “Spatial Plan of Urban Area of Semarang in 
2010-2030”, which encourages land reclamation 
and port industry development. In the existing 
plan, the Tanjung Mas Port is projected to span 
the entire coastline of the inner Semarang City, 
effectively cutting off residents from the Java 
Sea and resulting the city turning its back to the 
waterfront.  Instead, we propose that the Port 
focus its growth northward -out to sea- rather 
than laterally along the coast. This will enable 
a green band of mangroves and stormwater 
polders to connect from the east and west of 
the city, serve to physically separate the Port 
from the hinterland.  These mangrove polders 
may serve as spots for recreation, habitat and 
ecology, as well as aquaculture production 
in tandem with mangrove restoration.  They 
also serve as primary defense against storm 
surge and sea level rise.  The goal being to 
fundamentally change the city’s relationship 
with its waterfront and educate and encourage 
people to appreciate the value of its historic 
coastal mangroves.

2) Upland Reforestation & Reservoirs

Subsidence is a serious problem that is due to 
range of complex factors.  Beyond Bandarharjo 
takes the position that in order to address this 
pressing issue, implementation strategies must 
scale from the size of the project site to that of 
the entire territory of the city.  This is achieved by 
first; restricting individual household well-water 
extraction in tandem with distribution of rainwa-

ter collection barrels, cisterns, and underground 
tanks for homes to collect and store rainwater 
throughout the year.  The climate of Semarang, 

The second approach is to develop upland res-
ervoirs that provide security in terms of drinking 
water supply, in tandem with reforestation efforts 
to serve as aquifer recharge zones and to help 
reduce peak flows.  The foothills to the south 
of the city are the source of many of the rivers 

in Semarang and are ideal locations for aquifer 
recharge zones and reservoir construction.  De-
velopment must be restricted in these locations 
and reforestation efforts initiated to dramatically 
increase tree cover in order to reduce peak flows 
and encourage infiltration of water to the city’s 
aquifer.  Together, these efforts will dramatically 
alter Semarang City's water supply as well as 
enable security and resiliency for all residents of 
Semarang.

Mangrove Restoration & Coastal Berm Roadway
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3) Mangrove Restoration

Restoring natural mangrove habitats along 
the coastline can serve several protective 
purposes. Thick bands of mangroves attenuate 
storm surge waves, capture sediments, and 
reclaim coastal lands. Mangroves decrease 
the intensity and height of ocean waves, which 
not only protect residents along the coast but 
also reduce the rate of sediment erosion. While 
large waves would tend to increase in size as 
they were reflected off the hard surface of large 
pieces of infrastructure such as a dike, the 
initial barrier band of mangroves decreases the 
waves, reducing impact on the dike and ensuring 
a longer life for the dike. This way the dike is 
protected from the eroding soils underneath it 
that could undercut the structure, and remains in 
place to absorb residual waves. 

Waves lose energy as the pass through the aerial 
roots of mangrove systems, often being reduced 
by 13 and 66% over 100 m of mangroves. 
Increasingly complex mangrove habitats create 
optimum barriers for wave attenuation (Spalding 
M, 2014). This involves a successional mangrove 
forest with a variety of species and stages of 
maturity. The roots of the mangroves also catch 
leaves and other organic material, and the lack 
of oxygen causes organic matter to build up 
over time, which produces deep peaty soils 
which trap carbon (Daniel Murdiyarso, 2009). 
Additionally, the root growth of mangroves 
pushes existing soils upward, resulting in natural 
land barriers (Spalding M, 2014). Mangroves 
also filter chemical and organic pollution from 
the water, which keeps the waters on reefs and 
seagrass beds cleaner. 

Also to be considered is the relationship 
between sedimentation and erosion. Generally, 
hard infrastructure systems such as seawalls 
block sediment flows toward land, causing 
undercuts of erosion under those structures. 
Waves increase 2 to 4 times when reflected off 
a hard structure, which in turn increase erosion 
in front of the structure. (Spalding M, 2014) A 
seawall alone would also disturb the balance 
of incoming and outgoing sediment. Providing 
a mangrove buffer mitigates these problems 
by decreasing the waves before they reach the 
seawall. The mangrove system, combined with 
dike roadway system, brings together systems of 
green and grey infrastructure to produce a more 
robust and more cost-effective defense over the 
long term. 

4) Coastal Protection Infrastructure 
Landscape

The role of Jalan Re Martadinata will soon cease 
to serve as the primary expressway across 
Central Java and instead will be downgraded to 
serve as a local highway within the proposed ring 
road system for Semarang.  This downgrading 
of the freeway will reduce traffic and congestion 
along the roadway even while still serving 
Tanjung Mas Port.  With this knowledge, 
we propose the transformation of Jalan Re 
Martadinata into a raised berm/roadway 
landscape protecting against sea level rise and 
storm surge, enabling land reclamation along 
its spine, and re-envisioning the roadway as a 
connector, protector and infrastructure all while 
fulfilling the role of a traditional dike.  

Furthermore, in our site, the Coastal Landscape 
has two sections where it transforms from 
an earthen berm which varies in width (to 
accommodate ecological, recreational, and 
urban uses) into an elevated roadway with 
operational water gates.  These water gates, 
one located at the entrance to the revitalized 
Kali Bahru Canal and the other at the recently 
widened mouth of the Semarang River, are 
intended to be open the majority of the time 
to allow daily tidal flushing, but can be closed 
during extreme events in order to protect assets 
on the inside of the dike.  Similar treatment 
is envisaged along the entire length of this 
bermed roadway for the rest of the city.  If the 
time comes in the future where sea level rise is 
so extreme that it threatens the assets on the 
hinterland side of the dike, then the water gates 
can be permanently closed and water pumped 
out to sea, similar to the existing conditions 
found today.  

The re-envisioned Jalan Re Martadinata can also 
support numerous land reclamations along its 
length, as is the case in our site.  The elevation 
of land along the roadway serves as points of 
concentrated new development that is above 
projected sea level rise and located along this 
new corridor.
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The Beyond Bandarharjo resiliency plan envisions a multi-scalar water 
management system to respond to stressors while revitalizing the 
neighbourhood and taking advantage of its unique location.  In order to 
accomplish this, the design strategies extend beyond the boundaries of 
the site. The main design moves are: 

 

A)  An Infrastructural & Landscape Buffer
The city has slowly advanced towards the ocean through gradual land 
reclamation of the sea, therefore erasing original coastal ecologies. This 
has increased vulnerability, particularly in lieu of sea-level rise. The plan 
proposes recreating the downgraded Jalan Re Martadinata as a landscape 
infrastructural berm of various widths incorporating a new coastal roadway 
and accompanied by mangrove restoration efforts, water management 
polders, and recreational areas. 

The landscaped berm and topographic moves north of the roadway 
protect from sea-level rise and storm surge, while the system also 
includes operable locks to release or hinder the flow of water during 
climate events. As this infrastructural landscape approaches Bandarharjo, 
it mediates between the expanded port and the neighbourhood, allowing 
Bandarharjo to reconnect to the waterfront. The open spaces of this 
ecological band are treated as a linear park, tidal-influenced, and as 
filtering ponds for runoff collected from the large impervious surfaces of 
the port.

Adjacent to the mouth of the Kali Bahru Canal, a new port mixed-use 
district is proposed on an extension of the berm. This new seafront 
connects Bandarharjo to an animated commercial and water transport hub 
and strengthens the economy of the neighborhood by acting as an anchor 
for the terminus of the revitalized Canal. The Kali Bahru Ferry Terminal is 
adjacent to an iconic new market building, which will increase the vibrancy 
of the site. The district includes moorings for local ferries and boats, 
and new vehicular and pedestrian connections cross the berm, to favor 
seamless flows between Bandarharjo and the new artisanal port district.
 

Project Description

DESIGN CONCEPT: SITE PROPOSALS

Sequencing Construction of the Coastal Berm Roadway 
i. existing conditions 

ii. constructing the bermway will not interrupt existing traffic
iii. bermway construction enables platform creation

iv. new recreational waterfront and development enabled
v. bermway responds to local conditions along its entire length 

Kali Bahru Ferry Terminal

Mangrove Polders

Coastal Berm Roadway Landscape

Semarang River Delta

Tanjung Mas Port

i. 

ii. 

iii. 

iv. 

v. 
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Kali Bahru Ferry Terminal

An Integrated Coastal Protection Landscape Infrastructure
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B)  The Revitalization of the Historic Kali Bahru Canal
The land adjacent the canal today is sinking more quickly than any other 
area of the site and is used as fishponds and rice paddies.  We propose 
reinterpreting and developing the Kali Bahru Canal and Goedang Toedjoe 
Warehouse into a vibrant water-based community linking the new artisan 
port district to the Old City. 

Rveopening the Canal to the ocean to allow tidal flushing and severing 
its connection to the Semarang River. Sea level in the retrofitted canal is 
contained by its east, south, and west banks through simple re-grading 
moves that protect the adjacent areas from flooding.  This re-grading 
incorporates new roads servicing canal-front mixed-used developments, 
and a system of flood-free pedestrian promenades. A battery of piers 
hosting workshop buildings, emerge from a cut/fill strategy resolving the 
bank interface of the canal..  These mixed-use, residential piers contribute 
to the densification of Bandarharjo, and as re-provisioned housing, while 
opposite the canal boulevard and on the east bank of the canal (opposite 
to the Bandarharjo neighbourhood) infill developments can occur.

The historic warehouse anchors this new water district. as a landmark 
building of Bandarharjo.  Repurposed as  the Goedang Toedjoe Floating 
Market.  The floor within this sinking structure is excavated to allow 
seawater to flood the structure, and new steps, landings and moorings 
are constructed to enable a ‘floating market’ for local to be sold by boat 
to locals and tourists. A new, iconic canopy overhead allows the market to 
double as an event space for local festivals.

A Heritage and Economy Activity Corridor
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Goedang Toedjoe Floating Market

Kali Bahru Canal Boulevard

Kali Bahru 
Ferry Terminal

Goedang Toedjoe 
Floating Market

Kali Bahru Canal

Kali Bahru Canal 
Boulevard
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C)  Providing Space for the Semarang River; a Resilient 
Recreational System 
The channelized river is widened to create space for increased flood 
capacity, to reduce water velocity, and support a healthier river through 
natural filtration methods. The proposal envisions a system of recreational 
spaces along the riverfront from the Old City down to the mouth of the 
river achieved by taking advantage of vacant and underutilized sites 
and transforming them to act as floodable zones and retention basins.  
Furthermore, the transformation of the channelized edge into a terraced 
gabion wall system can host diverse river ecologies and civic activities 
when not flooded, and function as increased flood capacity during 
monsoons. 

The Semarang River becomes more than a water retention system - it is 
a naturalized waterfront amenity for the public. The new edge condition 
serves water quality and ecological functions, yet provides room for 
active public recreation area during the dry season. Along its length a new 
cantilevered housing typology is introduced to engage people with this 
water edge and educate about living with flooding.

It is important to note that the recurrent flooding of rivers and canals is 
related to the gradual depletion of upstream-vegetated areas, resulting 
in erosion and runoff. Thus, the aforementioned strategy reforestation and 
reservoirs works in tandem. Although located far away from the project 
site, the system is interconnected and has direct implications for the 
solutions to be implemented downstream.

60m

Semarang River Flood Control 
& Ecological Purification

Semarang River  Flood Control 
Detention Basins

Semarang River  
Flood Control 

Detention Basins

Semarang River Flood Control 
& Ecological Purification

Habitat Gabion Edge 
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Semarang River in Dry Season

Semarang River in Monsoon Season

Flood Control & Ecological Purification
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D) Creating a Network of Open Spaces, Community 
Facilities, & Residential/Commercial Insertions 
In addition to the previously described strategies, localized design moves 
supplement the urban fabric of the neighborhood.  These include a series 
of improved transversal connections within the neighbourhood linking 
the River to the Canal. The connections correspond to existing activity 
corridors, current or proposed communal services (mosques, churches, 
meeting places), and existing or proposed connections across the river to 
link Bandarharjo to the adjacent areas.

Improvements include installing sewerage and stormwater pipes in a 
retrofitted ditch system, a series of small open spaces and communal 
gathering areas serving as nodes of water purification, and a water 
treatment facility in the polder area northwest of the site.  Sunken houses 
throughout the site are transformed into public space that double as 
stormwater detention areas.  Existing and new residences are connected 
to the district sewerage system and retrofit with rainwater collection 
cisterns for individual household use.  Water that overflows these cisterns 
is piped into the ground to recharge the aquifer. This secures the drinking 
water for existing and future residents and ensures septic waste no longer 
contaminates the aquifer.

These local-scale interventions are implemented throughout the site and 
strengthen the neighborhood’s ability to react to shocks and stressors.  
Infill building typologies lace the water corridors, abut the district 
connections, or take advantage of underutilized open spaces.  Others 
infill vacant lots, sunken homes, or highly deteriorated housing within 
the existing urban fabric. These proposed typologies are intended to 
densify the area, allow for relocations from nearby sites, and to attract new 
residents while upgrading the overall character of Bandarharjo.  

Retrofitted ditch system and polder-swales
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60m

Mangrove Polders

Storm Surge Barrier

Tanjung Mas Port

Semarang River Delta

Convention & Exhibition Centre

Semarang River  Flood Control 
& Ecological Purification

Transverse Street Connections 

Kali Bahru 
Ferry Terminal

Coastal Berm 
Roadway Landscape

Cruise Terminal

Goedang Toedjoe 
Floating Market

Kali Bahru Canal

Kali Bahru Canal 
Boulevard

Old City

Historic Dutch Fort 
Location

Linking the Old City to the Port, Bandarharjo and Beyond

SITE PLAN
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SITE SYSTEMS Drainage & Sewerage

Overview

Mobility & Transport

Each of the separate site systems works 
together to create an integrated neighbourhood 
framework.  From grading and drainage, to 
public realm and economy, each layer of the 
system builds on the previous to address shocks, 
stress, and resilience.

The combined storage capacity of all 
households within Bandarharjo collecting 
rainwater will dramatically reduce the volume 
of runoff and therefore occurrence of flooding 
within our site. 

Existing road ditches will be installed with sewer 
lines and modified with stormwater conveyance 
pipes, and the roads will be gently re-graded to 
act as shallow polder-swales. 

Ecological purification along the Semarang River 
will be located based on existing drainage in the 
site in order to have the minimalist impact on the 
existing neighbourhood.

Transversal connections are emphasized as 
corridors of regeneration in addition to the 
main spine along the Kali Bahru Canal..  Jalan 
Re Martadinata continues function as a local 
highway for Port access.
  
The relocated cruise terminal and the new ferry 
terminal are combined with a bus station and 
provide direction linkages to the Old City and the 
train station, and connections abroad.
 

drainage rain water purification ponds water gate
pump stationsewerage waste water treatment plant

200m

highway boulevard local connector
cruise/ferry terminalrail/bus station

cruise
ferry routes

200m
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Public Realm Cultural & Economic Drivers

New spaces, corridors, and plazas improve 
livelihood of residents, create new areas for 
social gathering, and increase vegetation within 
the neighbourhood.  

The largest event spaces are located adjacent to 
the Ferry Terminal, the Floating Market, and the 
Exhibition Centre. Streetscape enhancements 
accompany the new transverse connection 
points, as well as the new N-S boulevard along 
the Canal

The Kali Bahru Canal and Goedang Toedjoe 
Warehouse are reinterpreted as a new activity 
corridor from the Old City to the new Ferry 
Terminal on a N-S axis. 

The transverse E-W axis connects to the Ferry 
Terminal to the Convention & Exhibition, a new 
technical school, and neighbourhoods to the 
west. Land reclamation north of berm hosts new 
commercial development and anchors the N-S, 
and the E-W axes. 

new public realm

200m

heritage redevelopment community development
economic development

200m
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stormwater 
drainage

waterline in 
monsoon

normal 
waterline

waste water
drainage

single unit expansion multi-unit expansion

HABITAT GABION EDGE

WATER PURIFICATION 
PLANTINGS

NEW DIKE AS PUBLIC REALM 
& RECREATION SPACE

NEW WATERFRONT 
OPEN SPACE

NEW DIKE AS PUBLIC REALM 
& RECREATION SPACECROSS-VENTILATED 

MIXED-USE INFILL

CANTILEVER RIVER HOUSING 
OVER RIVER GABION EDGE

PIER WORKSHOP HOMES 
& BOAT MOORINGS

COMMUNITY CENTRE & 
MIXED-USE INFILL

KALI BAHRU CANALKALI BAHRU CANAL BOULEVARDBANDARHARJO NEIGHBOURHOODSEMARANG RIVER

MHW
MSL
MLW

MSL 2030

DRY SEASON

MONSOON MONSOON

FLOOD STORAGE 
& RECREATION 

CONNECT TO NEW 
SEWERAGE SYSTEM

CONNECT TO NEW 
SEWERAGE SYSTEM

EXISTING HOMES 
CONNECTED TO NEW 
SEWERAGE SYSTEM OVERFLOW 

INFILTRATE 
TO AQUIFER

OVERFLOW 
INFILTRATE 
TO AQUIFER

COMMUNITY 
RAINWATER 

CISTERN

EXISTING HOMES RETROFIT WITH 
RAINWATER CAPTURE SYSTEMS

COMMUNITY RAINWATER 
CISTERNS FOR WATER SUPPLY

SUNKEN HOUSE RETROFIT 
AS PUBLIC SPACE & 

STORMWATER DETENTION 

EXISTING  DITCHES 
RETROFIT FOR SEWERAGE 

& STORMWATER 

INFILTRATION

The aforementioned intervention areas 
(A,B,C,D) can incorporate new housing/mixed 
use solutions, favoring the densification and 
revitalization of the site and  its adjacent 
areas. The new building typologies, whether 
inserted within the existing neighborhoods or 
in new development zones, are responsive to 
Bandarharjo’s scale and character. The highest 
buildings are located in the new artisanal port 
district (5-8 storeys), or served by the new 
vehicular and pedestrian connections, as 
those on either side of the Kali Bahru Canal 
(2-4 storeys).  The architectural solutions are 
flexible, allowing for users to incorporate 
changes, extensions, and productive uses. They 
are porous and climate friendly. Buildings in 
close proximity to the water’s edge cantilever 
or are partially constructed on stilts. The 
design solutions facilitate capturing and 
storing rainwater. The following section details 
the predominant building typologies, which 
recombine in the different areas.

stormwater 
drainage

Neighbourhood Transect
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HABITAT GABION EDGE

WATER PURIFICATION 
PLANTINGS

NEW DIKE AS PUBLIC REALM 
& RECREATION SPACE

NEW WATERFRONT 
OPEN SPACE

NEW DIKE AS PUBLIC REALM 
& RECREATION SPACECROSS-VENTILATED 

MIXED-USE INFILL

CANTILEVER RIVER HOUSING 
OVER RIVER GABION EDGE

PIER WORKSHOP HOMES 
& BOAT MOORINGS

COMMUNITY CENTRE & 
MIXED-USE INFILL

KALI BAHRU CANALKALI BAHRU CANAL BOULEVARDBANDARHARJO NEIGHBOURHOODSEMARANG RIVER

MHW
MSL
MLW

MSL 2030

DRY SEASON

MONSOON MONSOON

FLOOD STORAGE 
& RECREATION 

CONNECT TO NEW 
SEWERAGE SYSTEM

CONNECT TO NEW 
SEWERAGE SYSTEM

EXISTING HOMES 
CONNECTED TO NEW 
SEWERAGE SYSTEM OVERFLOW 

INFILTRATE 
TO AQUIFER

OVERFLOW 
INFILTRATE 
TO AQUIFER

COMMUNITY 
RAINWATER 

CISTERN

EXISTING HOMES RETROFIT WITH 
RAINWATER CAPTURE SYSTEMS

COMMUNITY RAINWATER 
CISTERNS FOR WATER SUPPLY

SUNKEN HOUSE RETROFIT 
AS PUBLIC SPACE & 

STORMWATER DETENTION 

EXISTING  DITCHES 
RETROFIT FOR SEWERAGE 

& STORMWATER 

INFILTRATION

housing unit

mixed-use

deck
stormwater 
drainage

housing unit

mixed-use

stormwater 
drainage

waste water
drainage

stormwater 
cistern

stormwater 
purification

housing unit

commercial/storage

skylight/ventilation

Neighbourhood Transect + Site Systems
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stormwater 
drainage

waterline in 
monsoon

normal 
waterline

waste water
drainage

single unit expansion multi-unit expansion

River Cantilever Housing

(1-storey) The cantilever housing prototype is 
tailored for residences along the river’s edge. 
As we shift the existing concrete embankment 
to stepped gabions to achieve additional 
flood capacity, the ecological resilience also 
encourages people to embrace the riverfront 
and allow the local residents to engage with 
water. Concerning the building type as a local 
construction to leverage both environmental 
and social ethics, we adopt natural materials 
and local tectonics in this housing type for single 
families. The bamboo structure and woven cane 
envelope provide a flexible and easily-built 
system in response to the local climate and 
inundation threat. This open system also allows 
the house to expand based on family size and 
particular needs. Rain barrels are also integrated 
via roof capture to store rainwater for domestic 
use.

ARCHITECTURE TYPOLOGIES
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stormwater 
cistern

stormwater 
purification

housing unit

commercial/storage

skylight/ventilationMulti-family Live|Work

(3-5 storeys) The ground floor may 
accommodate commercial use, storage, or 
workshops, while the floors above are designed 
for residence. The tropical climate, particularly 
the humidity and abundant rainfall, has been 
considered in the design, as circulation space 
is concentrated in the center of each floor to 
collect the hot and humid air through an atrium 
space and extract via a ventilation system on 
top. This rooftop ventilation is also provided with 
a skylight in order to improve insolation of the 
communal interior spaces. Additionally, rainwater 
is collected from the roof and filtered via a bio-
purification system. This collection/filtration 
process is visualized through the pipe and glass 
screen as a storm water feature to articulate the 
local identity of “living with water.” The purified 
rainwater is collected in underground cisterns 
and reused for domestic use throughout the 
building.
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housing unit

mixed-use

stormwater 
drainage

waste water
drainage

Mixed-use Infill

(2-3 storeys) Two to three-storey mixed-use 
buildings are proposed to add to the spatial 
definition and character of important urban 
corridors, such as those that accompany the 
embankments of the Coastal Roadway, the 
Transverse Street Connections through the 
neighbourhood, and on either side of the 
Kali Bahru Canal.  The units are designed to 
accomodate famly living units on the upper 
floors and workshops or small businesses ont 
eh ground floor.  The buildings are fitted with 
rainwater capture technologies, have large sun 
shade canopies extending from the roof line, 
and are fitted to capture breezes and naturally 
ventiliate.
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housing unit

mixed-use

deck
stormwater 
drainage

Pier Workshop Homes

(3-storeys) This workshop housing type is 
designed to enhance activities along the 
canal.  The building typology is conceived a 
flexible framework (2-3 stories) constructed on 
the pier-like landforms, envisioned as a start-
up of construction, allowing for residents to 
infill the framework adapting it to their needs, 
meanwhile the. The inner court, the ground floor 
and the protruding decks on the water offer 
great flexibility to accommodate communal 
and individual demands, as play areas, shops, 
restaurant, boat storage, or can also be used as 
expanded housing for larger families. Natural 
materials used on the facade reflect a response 
to the local tectonic culture.  These workshop 
homes are also fitted with rainwater cisterns to 
capture rainwater for domestic use.
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stormwater 
drainage

Sunken House Retrofit

We offer an example of how to deal with the 
existing sunken buildings found throughout our 
site. A part of our systemic initiatives tackling 
subsidence, water management, and public 
space, we aim to retrofit the existing sunken 
houses on the site to new public spaces for the 
community. Some of which can be designed 
as shaded open spaces/bamboo pavilions. 
For instance, a simple pergola may provide 
shade on a renovated sunken foundation, 
social gatherings. Additionally, it these sunken 
spaces may serve as water retention during 
the monsoon season as water is captured and 
ultimately drained through storm pipes to the 
aquifer and/or the river.
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IMPLEMENTATIONIMPLEMENTATION
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Phase 0: Semarang City Policy Initiatives

As has been described, resiliency for 
Bandarharjo may be achieved by a combination 
of strategies, operating at different scales, 
some with in the site, some in adjacent 
areas, other within a large territory. Some 
require commitment, investment, design, 
and managerial skills fostered by by national, 
regional o local officials, other succeed is carried 
out by the communities. Many require public-
private-communal partnership. The following is 
a suggested phasing strategy to ignite significant 
changes.  

Regional Initiatives

PHASING STRATEGY

Phase 0 represents the most time-sensitive 
interventions that may be implemented 
independently of each other. Firstly, the current 
Master Plan for the Tanjung Mas Port must be 
modified to direct port expansion northward, 
away from residential areas. This creates spatial 
allowance for future modification of the current 
highway and the construction of a holistic 
waterfront protection system. 

Phase 0 also calls for the restoration of 
mangrove ecosystems and water management 
basins in the band ecological between the 
berm/infrastructural defense systems and 
the in relocated port. This allows gradually 
connecting the existing natural mangrove areas 
and mangrove restoration projects along the 
coastline, east and west of the Tanjung Mas Port.  

Additionally, a city-wide rainwater collection 
program needs to be initiated to combat 

subsidence. Rainwater collection cisterns for 
single- and multi-family housing will be installed 
at ground level to store fresh water for periods of 
low rainfall, and any overflow will be channeled 
directly to the aquifer. 

Upland reforestation and aquifer recharge 
zones are critical to providing areas for water 
to recharge the aquifer on a regional scale.  

Overview Reintroduced forested areas in the southern 
portion of Semarang City will be planted, and 
these new green spaces will be designated as 
protected areas for aquifer recharge. 
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Phase 1: Climate & Flood Protection

Phase I takes into account flood risk along 
the Semarang River, storm surge and related 
flooding threats along the coast, as well as 
the issue of limited fresh water in Bandarharjo. 
Along both sides of the Semarang River, the 
roadway will be changed to a cantilever roadway 
reinforced and supported by a gabion system 
that allows for expanded storage capacity for the 
river. 

Designated areas along the river will be cut/
filled to permit additional water retention for 
flood events. These river reservoirs will be used 
as public green spaces during periods of normal 
water flow, creating a dual function that allows 
the residents of Semarang to have greater 
access to the river’s edge. 

Building on the initial mangrove polder 
system, Phase I expands this effort to add to 
the continuous protective band of coastal 
mangroves. Within a system of depressed 
polders, the continued expansion of mangrove 
habitats promises to decrease the strength 
of storm surges while creating spaces for 
aquaculture and native habitat.

Space for the Semarang River

200m

Jalan de Martadinata

earthen dike

water gate

Java Sea

Semarang River

mangrove polder

detention basin

flood control &
ecological purification
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Phase 2: Community & Heritage Stimulus

Phase II focuses on invigorating the local 
economy and enhancing heritage assets. The 
historical Kali Bahru Canal will be retrofitted for 
the 21st Century through the development of 
a new waterfront district located on a series of 
piers, a new public realm berm and mobility 
systems enveloping the canal, coupled with 
mixed-use infill developments on either side of 
the canal. 

The raised berm around the canal will also serve 
as a network of public space along the canal, 
orienting both residents and visitors towards 
the cultural importance of the canal and the 
community’s close relationship with water.  The 
Goedang Toedjoe Warehouse is redeveloped in 
this phase into the Goedang Toedjoe Floating 
Market to aid in attracting economic activities to 
the area.

Phase II also encompasses the system of 
drainage ditches throughout the neighborhood 
to separate stormwater runoff and sewage 
disposal. The current ditches will be retrofitted 
with a pipe system that connects to the 
municipal waste disposal system, carrying 
blackwater to waste water treatment facilities. 
This strategy eliminates the use of septic 
tanks within Bandarharjo, thus decreasing the 
possibility of contamination of groundwater 
from sewage. The surficial level of the ditches 
will be regraded to channel stormwater runoff 
from the streets towards the Semarang River, 
where newly constructed retention basins can 
accumulate additional runoff, and eliminate 
major street flooding on site. Reinventing the Kali Bahru Canal

200m

sewerage

drainage

Canal dike 

sewage treatment plant

mangrove polder
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Phase 3: Coastal Defense Connector

Phase III entails more complex coastal defense 
infrastructure. The current regional ring road 
(now downgraded to a local highway primarily 
servicing the port) is to be re-constructed on 
a 3-meter high earthen berm, and adjacent 
landscape ecological, recreational and urban 
systems. Polders will be built along the northern 
edge of the berm in a series of tiered basins 
that will flush tidally and protect against 
gradual sea level rise. The polders continue the 
mangrove system that has been gradually been 
established in the earlier phases. 

Phase III also calls for reclamation of land using 
cut from the polders to create the new artisanal 
port district, a new Kali Bahru Ferry Terminal, a 
covered plaza-like market at the water’s edge, 
new public spaces, and house new commercial 
developments.  This space capitalizes on 
the influx of locals and tourists from the new 
ferry terminal. The northeast corner where the 
roadway and the historic canal intersect will be a 
primary node of development where economic 
activity, heritage restoration, and new social 
spaces will come together.

Lastly, in conjunction with the new bermed 
roadway, the existing Semarang River water 
gate and pump house will be relocated to the 
berm-way and made into a series of operable 
locks that can remain open during normal 
weather, thus allowing the Semarang to be 
tidally influenced once again, and closed during 
monsoon events or other extreme weather.

Coastal Mangrove and Regional Development

200m

coastal berm roadway

water gate

land reclamation

storm surge protection

mangrove polder
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Implementation Table

Design Intervetion Funding Agency Implementation Agency Management Agency Maintenance Agency

Phase 0: Semarang City Policy Initiatives

Port Expansion Directed Northward Tanjung Mas Port, 
Semarang City

Tanjung Mas Port (via 
contractors)

Tanjung Mas Port Tanjung Mas Port

Mangrove Restoration Semarang City, 
Environment Agency

Environment Agency, 
non-profits

Environment Agency Environment Agency, 
non-profits

City-wide Rainwater Collection Program Semarang City, PDAM Semarang City, PDAM Semarang City Semarang City

Upland Reforestation & Reservoir PDAM, non-PDAM 
agencies

PDAM, non-PDAM 
agencies

PDAM, non-PDAM 
agencies

PDAM, non-PDAM 
agencies

Phase I: Climate + Flood Protection

Semarang River Flood Capactiy & Water 
Retention Zones

Environment Agency Environment Agency, 
non-profits

Environment Agency Environment Agency, 
non-profits

Coastal Mangrove Restoration Environment Agency Environment Agency, 
non-profits

Environment Agency Environment Agency, 
non-profits

Phase II: Community + Heritage Stimulus

Canal Revitalization Department of City 
Planning & Housing

Department of City 
Planning & Housing

Private Developers Private Developers

Canal Dike Highways Department, 
Ministry of Public Works

Highways Department, 
Ministry of Public Works

Ministry of Public Works Ministry of Public Works

District Sewerage System Department of Sanitation, 
Ministry of Public Works

Department of Sanitation, 
Ministry of Public Works

Department of Sanitation Department of 
Sanitation

Phase III: Coastal Defense Connector

Coastal Berm Roadway Highways Department, 
Ministry of Public Works

Highways Department, 
Ministry of Public Works

Highways Department Highways Department

Coastal Mangroves along Roadway Berm Environment Agency Environment Agency, 
non-profits

Environment Agency Environment Agency, 
non-profits

Land Reclamation along Roadway Berm Environment Agency, 
Ministry of Public Works

Environment Agency, 
Ministry of Public Works

Environment Agency, 
Ministry of Public Works

Environment Agency,
Ministry of Public Works
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PROCESSPROCESS
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Process
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